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Company news 
 

Keller Group (KLR, 706p, £511m mkt cap) 

World’s largest ground engineering group, with 60% exposure to North America. FY (Dec) results. Rev +8% 

(+13%, constant currency), £2,224m; u-lying PBT -13% (-6%, CC), £83.9m; stat PBT +12%, £71.6m; u-lying EPS, -

8%, 88.4p; div unch, 35.9p; net debt, £119m (FY 20, £121m); net debt/EBITDA, 0.8x (0.7x). Trading: U-lying op 

profit “ahead of market expectations” but down 10% at CC “reflecting adverse pressure on market pricing, 

operational disruption due to COVID-19 and unrecovered steel price increases at Suncoast”. Order book 

£1.3bn (£1.0bn). Outlook: “Whilst we are mindful of the recently increased geopolitical and macroeconomic 

uncertainty and inflationary pressures, our expectations for 2022 are unchanged. Our record order book gives 

us good visibility in the near term. In addition, our strong balance sheet, a gradually improving market 

environment together with the positive momentum in the business, gives us confidence that 2022 will be a 

year of growth, with our usual second half bias”. 

 

Ashtead Group (AHT, 4,644p, £20,653m) 

US-focused plant hire group. Q3 (Jan) results. Q3 rev +23%, $2.0bn (Q1 - 3 +19%, $5.9bn); adj PBT +38%, 

$393m (Q1 - 3 +19%, $1,282m). UK rev (Q1 - 3) +23%, $547m. EBITDA margin (Q1 - 3), group 46.0% (46.5%); 
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UK, 30.1% (30.5%). Trading: “The group continues to perform strongly across its geographies with rental 

revenue up 21% in the nine months over the Covid affected prior year and 17% when compared with 2019/20, 

both at constant currency.  Sunbelt 3.0 is embedded in the business and we are making good progress across 

all actionable components”.  Outlook: “We now expect full year results to be slightly ahead of our previous 

expectations and the Board looks to the future with confidence. We expect capital expenditure for the full 

year to be slightly ahead of our previous guidance at c.$2.5bn.  Looking forward to 2022/23, our initial plans 

are for gross capital expenditure of $3.2 - 3.4bn, as we look to take advantage of strong market conditions, 

particularly in the US.  This should enable low to mid-teens rental revenue growth in the US”. 

 

The Unite Group (UTG, 995p, £3,970m) 

Owner, manager and developer of UK student accommodation. Disposal of 11 properties, comprising 4,488 

beds for £306m (Unite share, £236m) to an affiliate of Lone Star Funds. These include assets in Sheffield, 

Reading and Leicester and has nomination agreements covering 46% of beds on short-term contracts. “The 

disposal is part of the group’s portfolio management strategy, resulting in increased alignment to high and 

mid-ranked universities that deliver the greatest quality and value to students. It also sees the Group exit 

certain smaller, less operationally efficient assets in cities such as Bristol and Leeds”. The disposals are priced 

in line with prevailing book value, which reflects an NOI yield of 5.7%. and the disposal is incorporated into the 

company's guidance for EPRA EPS of 41-43p for the 2022 financial year, which remains unchanged”. 

 

In other news … 
 

Ukraine impact. Steel plate prices soar as war in Ukraine disrupts supply, ConstructionEnquirer.com (link). The 

crisis has hiked prices from around £1,000 a tonne to £1,400 a tonne in days. Some steelwork firms have 

warned that supplies are drying up with many steel mills no longer taking orders. Shortages are arising 

because both Russia and Ukraine produce steel billets, used as raw feedstock for European mills. 

 

Prices are as at the previous day’s close.  
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